Select appropriate size. Prongs must not create a seal in the nares, to avoid over pressure. A clear gap must be visible around each prong.

If using an MR850, ensure probe cable is not crushed by the tubing clip.

Suitable for use with:
- F&P 950 System*
- F&P 850 System
- F&P AIRVO

To swap tube entry side:
- Unclip cannula tube clip from cannula side.
- Push out tubing connection and reinsert on opposite side.
- Ensure tubing connection is properly inserted.
- Reconnect cannula tube clip to cannula side before use.

Use the headgear buckle to apply and remove the cannula from the patient.

Adjust headgear to fit.

The headgear straps can be separated for extra stability.

This content does not replace the User Instructions. For a full product setup description, cautions, hazards and warnings, please refer to the User Instructions provided with the product.

* F&P 850 System may not be available in all countries. F&P 950 System is currently not cleared for sale in the USA.